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Introduction

THERE are two things you should know before you begin toread this book. The first is that it is a niche book. It is meant
for leadership people in parishes who are engaged in parish
councils and committees trying to be effective on the important
and large issues of the Church in the United States today. Lay
leadership, evangelization, and youth and young adult min-
istries are just three of those large and important issues that
form the core chapters of this book. I purposely use the word
“large” because of the vast number of issues that could be dis-
cussed within each of those subjects.
The second thing that you will notice is the number of peo-

ple I rely on to understand these issues. Having been a high-
school teacher of religion in the midst of great change in both
the United States and the Church, I have had to seek out what
critics of culture and the best religious minds were saying. This
book is filled with integrating what many good minds think.
This integrating task is perhaps the greatest task before us.
There has been so much good theological, pastoral and socio-
logical understanding of our faith by scholars that could bring
new life to our parishes.
In my early life I thought of myself as an eagle. For the past

twenty-five years as a pastoral consultant, I have had to become
a mole. I think I am naturally drawn to seeing “the big picture.”
Working to implement big pictures into the fabric of parish and
diocesan programs requires that you come down from the lofty
heights and work with the imperfect vision of the mole in less
than well-lighted places. I must say it has been a lot of fun estab-
lishing processes that lead the Catholic faithful into creative
parish and diocesan innovations. Working with two committees
that created a truly effective diocesan lay leadership program
and with a parish group to establish a well-supported family
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life program were very satisfying experiences. Dealing with the
resistance that parish groups can give to hopeful, imaginative
processes can be frustrating at times. Both are part of working
in a Spirit-filled but most human church.
You will find a lot of resources mentioned. I would hope that

you would investigate further those that seem promising to
you. I would go so far as to say that I view this book as a com-
pendium of the best that others have thought and brought to
being. (For more extensive listings see the bibliography pp.
147-152.)
My intention is to help you get beyond vague, amorphous

discussions and provide you with what I call “entry points”
where fruitful discussion that leads to action can begin. You
will find two kinds of entry points. The first will be “entry
into deeper understanding,” the other will be “entry into
starting points for action.” The best example in my experience
to illustrate these was when I was asked by a pastor to work
with an evangelization committee that had been meeting
monthly for a year. I sat in at my first meeting quietly and lis-
tened to discussions about what to do about “fallen away
Catholics” and some discussion about welcoming new
parishioners. It wasn’t a lively discussion and there was a
considerable amount of moaning and groaning about “the
fallen away.” The meeting was characterized by a series of
random ideas that followed no particular process. At the sec-
ond meeting I attended (about their tenth) someone finally
said: “Well, what is evangelization anyway?” (They needed
“entry into” understanding). No one had ever defined evan-
gelization; no one had ever “framed the question.” No one
had painted the whole picture. My mole nature activated.
Could I paint the large fresco and could we as a group see
what the parish had already accomplished? Could we see
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what still needed to be done; could we choose a part of the
fresco that we needed to work on now? You will see in chap-
ter two that I went back to some good work done by Joseph
Fichter, S.J. years earlier and to some recent work by Patrick
Brennan to start the framing of the evangelization question.
Seeing the whole of these “large” issues was all-important
before choosing some particular aspect of new parish evan-
gelization efforts.
I am reminded of Daniel Moynihan’s dilemma in analyzing

the effects of racial inequalities on the black population. He
posed the question to himself “where would he begin to work
at solutions?” The problems were many: racism, family life,
economic problems, education, health, welfare, political power,
community issues, religious beliefs and models. After explor-
ing the whole he settled on developing work skills and receiv-
ing a living wage as the key to begin to resolve other aspects of
racism in America. Such an approach would concentrate the
energy of those interested in improving the life of the African
American community. It would create pride and indepen-
dence, restore dignity and self-respect. 
I have been using the same methodology of “finding keys”

in my work with parishes. I write about three specific issues
because I believe that they are the most important and the most
difficult to talk about in parishes today. I have worked with
parishes on other areas of their concern: e.g., care of the elder-
ly, integration of multiple ethnic groups, affordable housing in
gentrifying neighborhoods, family life. The methodology for
success is always the same.
1. See the whole—get the framework.
2. See the parts needing attention (strategy).
3. Choose points of entry based on impact (tactics).
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4. Become aware of the best thinking and best practices in 
the Church.

5. Work through all of the above in a systematic planning
process.

In order to give more theological depth to what I have to say,
I have included a chapter on the pastoral theology of Michael
Paul Gallagher, an Irish Jesuit theologian now teaching at the
Gregorian University in Rome. His understanding of the
Church in the modern situation has been most inspiring and
helpful to me. 
In addition to the four core chapters I have included two

chapters and an appendix that offer new ways of thinking
about parish. The first is about “synergy and great groups,” a
second on planning in a systematic manner. A concluding
appendix on “self-managed teams” in the parish, is a reprint of
an article originally published in the “Journal of Human
Development.” We need to imagine structuring such parish
development as outlined in that article.
This book is written at the dawn of an age when laity will be

primary movers in parish pastoral life. My goal is to help you
overcome frustrating discussions and move you on to more
open and enthusiastic meetings to realize our potential as
Spirit-filled church communities. 
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Lay Leadership

��

I ENTERED a Catholic religious order, the Society of Mary(Marianists), in 1950. I remember my hope was very specif-
ic. I wanted to be a member of a group that was dedicated to
fostering the spirituality of what Jesus called “abundant life” to
contemporary people. The Marianists, founded by William
Joseph Chaminade in the aftermath of the French Revolution,
were a response to a decadent Church. The revolution in
France against both king and Church was a radical cleansing in
the name of “liberty, equality and fraternity.” With all its
excesses, Chaminade was in sympathy with the deeper aspira-
tions of the Revolution while remaining faithful to the hope of
the Gospel and a revivified Church. He recognized very early
that it would be the laity who would be the new spring in the
Church in France. He began by creating a variety of lay apos-
tolic groups and in their development, religious orders to assist
them. The inspiration was certainly a forerunner of the base
community movement a century and a half later. I was inspired
by his life and work and wanted this to be the focus of my life.
Seeing that the religious education of the young had been
neglected he also began to open schools. Within 30 years he
attracted over 1000 members and had founded over 60 schools.
It was in my early college years that I was privileged to have

as mentor Father William Ferree. He was a man of great
breadth and originality of mind and had done his doctoral
work in the social justice teaching of Pius XI. During his tenure
as director of our college program he gave us weekly confer-
ences around the themes of lay leadership, lay spirituality and



the social virtues, (a field still almost totally unknown). I grew
up with the sense that “the reform of the institutions” (as Pius
XI called it) was the work of our time in the Church. 
In Quadragesimo Anno, Pius XI had laid the groundwork. In

a well-known passage he said: “the good intentions of individ-
uals are no longer enough. It is institutions that need reform.”
Popes from Leo XIII on had seen clearly that the “structured
disorder” of economic and political life were causing immense
social evils. Capital and labor were the recurrent themes of the
early papal encyclicals of the century. Later popes would be
concerned about international relationships, family life, racism,
world poverty and peace. I received my early orientation on
the role of the laity in the modern world in this milieu. It was a
spirituality orientated towards the needs of the social order.
As Western society grew more affluent through the fifties, I

saw a new set of issues arise. We were an “image culture”: a
“psychology of affluence” had begun what Daniel Yankelo-
vich, a noted critic, labeled “expressive individualism.” It was
marked by sharp discontinuities from traditional life-styles.
The late 1940s and 50s had seen society recovering economi-
cally and had been marked by middle-class social conformity.
As Yankelovich points out, protests on campus were less about
radical politics than about cultural value shifts. “We lurched
from puritanical repressive attitudes about sexuality to open
unrepressed sexuality, from duty to pleasure, from saving to
spending.” In the 1970s the new values were held by only 3%
of the population. By 1980, a formidable 80% of the population
accepted at least part of the new value orientation. “It all added
up to a radical extension of individualism.” There is just no
doubt that the 60s marked a values revolution. We, as Church,
have experienced the revolution but have not understood or
coped with it well.
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The 1st century world was certainly not an easy world to
evangelize but the first Christians knew the Gospel’s power to
integrate the best of culture and prevail over what was unwor-
thy of human life and so when I think of lay leadership in our
parishes today I imagine that we can create a group of highly
aware and enlightened parishioners who can create processes
that challenge what Robert Bly, the poet and social critic calls
“the giants” of our culture (“the principalities of powers” of
our day).

Lay Formation or Lay Leadership?
Understanding the cultural forces that have created

changed consciousness in our people is most important for us.
We need to know who we are as Catholic Christians today but
we need to know the forces that are affecting the people of our
time. We will return to the consciousness theme in the next two
chapters. The “lay formation” mentality seems to concentrate
very much on a kind of traditional “Catholic updating” cur-
riculum. I don’t doubt that many of those who seek more edu-
cation for ministry need such an updating. However, without a
critical cultural component just described and without much
more leadership skill training, we will not have prepared peo-
ple well enough for taking an active role in the contemporary
Church.
I have sat through diocesesan planning sessions for “lay for-

mation programs” and have heard such discussions as: “Will
they find ministry back in the parish when they finish the pro-
gram?” “What are we forming for?” The real questions for lay
people today should be: “What do I want to do?” “What am I
called to do?” and “What do I need to learn?” The first set of
questions comes from a sort of “warehouse” mentality of lay


